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ABSTRACT

In Montgomery v Lanarkshire Health Board [2015] UKSC 11 the Supreme Court redefined the standard of disclosure in informed consent to medical treatment, rejecting the application of the doctor-focused Bolam standard in favour of one focused on what was significant to patients. In Grimstone v Epsom and St Helier University Hospitals NHS Trust [2015] EWHC 3756 (QB), despite acknowledging a new standard now applied, McGowan J nevertheless used the Bolam test to determine liability for non-disclosure. This illustrates ongoing judicial deference to the medical profession and this case commentary explores that decision and its implications.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2015, in the case of Montgomery v Lanarkshire Health Board, the Supreme Court redefined the standard of disclosure for informed consent to medical treatment, stating that there was ‘no reason to perpetuate the application of the Bolam test in this context any longer’. The Bolam case held that a doctor’s standard of care is to be

---

1 "Montgomery v Lanarkshire Health Board [2015] UKSC 11, [86] (Lord Kerr and Lord Reed)."
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assessed by reference to a ‘practice accepted as proper by a responsible body of medical men skilled in that particular art’.\(^2\) In the earlier House of Lords decision of *Sidaway v Board of Governors of the Bethlem Royal Hospital*, the majority held that the *Bolam* standard should be the starting point when assessing whether a particular risk should have been disclosed.\(^3\) In *Montgomery*, the Supreme Court rejected that approach. Instead, risk disclosure was to be determined by reference to what a reasonable person in the patient’s position, or this particular patient, would be likely to attach significance to.\(^4\) Disclosure extended beyond the risks and benefits of treatment and should include discussion of ‘reasonable alternative or variant treatments’, and the comparative risks and benefits of the treatments available.\(^5\) There were three exceptions to this rule so that disclosure would not be necessary if: (i) the doctor reasonably considered that disclosure would be seriously detrimental to the patient’s health (the therapeutic exception); (ii) treatment was necessary and disclosure was not possible (for example, if the patient was unconscious and required treatment urgently); and (iii) the patient did not want to receive information about risks.\(^6\)

*Grimstone v Epsom and St Helier University Hospitals NHS Trust*\(^7\) was one of the first opportunities for the High Court to apply the redefined standard; yet, despite the Supreme Court’s express rejection of *Bolam* in this context,\(^8\) McGowan J applied the *Bolam* test (although without explicit reference to it) when reaching her decision.\(^9\) This suggests a persisting judicial deference to the medical profession, which is supported by the construction of the judgment. This may result in the perpetuation of *Bolam* in informed consent cases.

This commentary explores the implications of *Grimstone*, beginning with an exposition of *Montgomery*’s redefining of the standard of disclosure in informed consent to medical treatment before summarising the background, legal framework, questions and judgment in *Grimstone*. It then explores how the decision and reasoning in *Grimstone* reflects ongoing judicial deference to the medical profession, before considering what the outcome may have been had the *Montgomery* standard been properly applied. It concludes that, whilst judicial deference to the medical profession persists, application of the redefined standard of disclosure in judicial decision-making may not prioritise patient’s interests as the Supreme Court intended.\(^10\)

**MONTGOMERY: REDEFINING THE STANDARD OF DISCLOSURE**

Prior to the decision in *Montgomery* the adequacy of disclosure to a patient undergoing medical treatment was determined by reference to the *Bolam* standard,\(^11\) subject in later cases to disclosure of ‘significant risk[s]’, which would affect the judgment of a
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reasonable patient’. The application of Bolam in this context had been criticised for failing to secure patient autonomy, which is the underlying purpose of informed consent, and in Montgomery, the Supreme Court took the opportunity to redefine the standard of disclosure.

The case concerned the failure of an obstetrician to disclose to her pregnant patient the risk of shoulder dystocia associated with vaginal delivery, and to discuss alternative delivery by way of caesarean section. Shoulder dystocia occurred during the birth resulting in the baby sustaining cerebral palsy and a brachial plexus injury. It was also alleged that the labour had been negligently managed but that claim was not pursued in the Supreme Court. The claim based on lack of informed consent failed in the lower courts. Following the majority in Sidaway, they applied the Bolam standard and concluded that based on the medical evidence, non-disclosure of the risk of shoulder dystocia and subsequent injury to the baby ‘was in conformity with proper medical practice’.

Mrs Montgomery appealed to the Supreme Court who upheld her appeal. They concluded that ‘social and legal developments’ meant there had been a move away from a model of medical paternalism, towards one of patient autonomy and as such, Bolam should no longer be treated as the applicable standard of disclosure. Instead, a patient’s right to decide what treatment to undergo entitled that patient to be told of the material risks of a procedure and its reasonable alternative or variant treatments. Whether a risk was material should be judged by reference to those risks that a reasonable person in the patient’s position would be likely to regard as significant, or those risks that the doctor knew or should have known the particular patient in question would be likely to find significant. Applying that test, Mrs Montgomery was entitled to have been told of the risk of shoulder dystocia and the alternative of caesarean section as a means of delivery.

Eight months after this judgment was handed down, the case of Grimstone was heard before McGowan J in the High Court.

**GRIMSTONE: APPLYING THE REDEFINED STANDARD?**

**Background**

The key question in the case was what information the claimant, Mrs Grimstone, should have been given about bilateral hip implant surgery performed by her treating surgeon, Professor Field. She was referred to Professor Field (an orthopaedic surgeon who specialised in hip replacement surgery) in 2007 as she had bilateral hip pain and stiffness. At the time of her referral she was in her mid-50s and a keen sportswoman with a particular interest in horse riding. She sought a referral to Professor Field after her own research indicated that the Centre where he worked offered the best
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treatment for hip replacements. She was familiar with hip replacement surgery as her father and mother-in-law had both previously undergone this procedure.²⁰

Mrs Grimstone met with Professor Field in January 2008 and he advised her that both hips were ‘equally bad’, recommending that she undergo hip replacement surgery. Given her age, he advised her that she was likely to require further hip replacements in the future and so he recommended that a bone-conserving implant be used. Whilst Mrs Grimstone’s father’s hip replacement had lasted for 30 years, her mother-in-law had suffered eight dislocations after her replacement surgery. Unsurprisingly, Mrs Grimstone wanted to avoid these problems whilst having an ‘option that gave her the quickest recovery time, was as good an option as possible and lasted as long as possible’.²¹

Professor Field advised her that the implant he proposed using was a metal-on-metal implant which would offer greater stability whilst conserving bone.²² The implant in question was a ‘Mitch’ implant which Professor Field had designed. Mrs Grimstone, however, believed that a ‘Charnley’ implant was to be fitted which was the implant that her father had received. In addition, Professor Field did not tell her that the Mitch implant was a relatively new implant and as such there was a lack of data about its long-term failure and success rates.²³ That he had not given her this information was not disputed;²⁴ yet surprisingly the case proceeded to court on the question of whether he should have done so.

The hip replacement surgery went ahead on 22 April 2008 but within two years it had failed and Mrs Grimstone required further surgeries with ongoing pain and disability, although there had been some improvement by the time her case was heard.²⁵

Legal Framework and Questions

The judgment records Mrs Grimstone’s claim against Professor Field as being founded on the basis that she had not given informed consent to the surgery because he had not advised her of the surgical options available to her, or the lack of data about the failure and success rates of the Mitch implant used in the procedure he performed.²⁶ McGowan J recognised that when deciding the claim the applicable standard of disclosure was that set out in Montgomery.²⁷ However, because the Montgomery decision was only published eight months before the trial in Grimstone, it is likely that the evidence in the case would have been prepared with the Sidaway/Pearce standard in mind. This is due to the time lag that occurs in this type of case between preparing and disclosing evidence, and trial taking place.
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When referencing *Montgomery* within the judgment, instead of simply citing the one-paragraph redefined standard of disclosure, McGowan J cited a lengthy eighteen paragraph extract from the case which incorporated the reasoning for redefining the standard of disclosure, although she did not rely on that reasoning within her judgment.\(^{28}\)

Based upon the standard of disclosure set out in *Montgomery*,\(^{29}\) one would think that there were four key aspects relevant to the decision in *Grimstone*: (i) its confirmation that the *Bolam* standard no longer applied in determining what information a patient should be given; (ii) its requirement to disclose material risks, those being risks that were likely to be significant to a reasonable patient, or this particular patient; (iii) its inclusion of the requirement to disclose reasonable alternative or variant treatments; and (iv) its requirement that patients be made aware of the comparative risks and benefits of the proposed treatment and reasonable alternatives or variants of it.

McGowan J, however, did not proceed in this way but instead concluded there were three principles of *Montgomery* applicable to this case:

1. The fundamental right to be properly informed of the nature and risks of the procedure.
2. Information should be given in a way that is comprehensible.
3. This was not a case where the withholding of any information could be justified on clinical grounds.\(^{30}\)

In framing the *Montgomery* standard in this way, McGowan J lost sight of the need to focus upon whether the lack of data about the failure and success rates of the Mitch implant was a material risk, and whether the other implants available amounted to alternative or variant treatments that should have been discussed with Mrs Grimstone, together with their comparative risks and benefits. Instead, from the three principles of Montgomery she identified McGowan J concluded the four questions she needed to address were:

1. What had Mrs Grimstone been told about the procedure?
2. Did Professor Field do what was reasonable to ensure that she understood?
3. Which procedure would she have chosen in any event?
4. Was he obliged to tell her about the limited data available on the device used?

McGowan J failed to recognise that the third question could not be addressed without identifying what alternative implant options were available and the risks and benefits of each. This glaring omission meant that no consideration was given in the judgment to the available alternative implants and their comparative risks and benefits.

**The Judgment**

Ultimately, Mrs Grimstone’s claim failed. In addressing the four questions she had identified, McGowan J concluded that Professor Field had given her sufficient
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information about the nature of the surgery to be performed and its risks.\(^{31}\) This was because she (wrongly, in the opinion of this author) focused on the question of information given about the risks of the surgical procedure itself, rather than what was (or was not) disclosed about the implant to be used within it, and its alternatives. There was no dispute that those alternatives had not been discussed.\(^{32}\)

Following on from this, McGowan J concluded the steps taken to make sure Mrs Grimstone understood the nature and risks of surgery were sufficient because Professor Field had discussed the surgery and its risks with her, given her the opportunity to ask questions, and provided an information booklet and a DVD.\(^{33}\) Again, McGowan J failed to address the absence of a discussion about alternative implants although it was not disputed that these had not been discussed.

McGowan J also concluded that Mrs Grimstone would have chosen the same procedure in any event. Here, she seemed to equate the procedure with the choice of implant saying that this was the option with the quickest recovery time and greatest stability, both of which were important to Mrs Grimstone.\(^{34}\) However, her failure to consider the alternative implants and their comparative risks and benefits meant there was a lack of consideration in the judgment as to how they would compare in terms of recovery time and stability. This was significant given the lack of data about the long-term failure and success rates of the Mitch implant in comparison to other implants where such data was available. She also did not address the other areas of concern for Mrs Grimstone which were having as good an option as possible, that would last for as long as possible.\(^{35}\)

McGowan J did consider whether Professor Field was obliged to disclose the limited information available on the Mitch implant?\(^{36}\) On a Montgomery approach, the question should have been whether the lack of information about the failure and success rates of the implant amounted to a material risk.\(^{37}\) Given that, the lack of data meant it was unknown for how long the implant would last, and that having an option that would last as long as possible was important to Mrs Grimstone, it is certainly arguable that this did amount to a material risk that should have been disclosed. However, when addressing this question McGowan J instead applied Bolam, noting that whilst the medical expert who gave evidence on behalf of Mrs Grimstone suggested the lack of data should have been disclosed, that could not ‘outweigh the view of the equally expert witness called by the Defendant […] that a reasonable body of doctors in the same position would not have given such information’.\(^{38}\) This decision is plainly wrong as it is a clear application of Bolam which McGowan J knew had been explicitly rejected in Montgomery\(^ {39}\) as that rejection is referred to within her judgment.\(^ {40}\)
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Based on her consideration of the four questions she had identified, McGowan J concluded Mrs Grimstone’s claim failed as the case ‘that she did not give truly informed consent [had] not been made out’.

Following this decision, an appeal was filed on behalf of Mrs Grimstone that was due to be heard on 24 May 2017. The day before the hearing, however, it appears that the appeal was withdrawn as it was dismissed without a hearing taken place. No reason was given for the dismissal but given the failure to apply Montgomery and the clearly incorrect application of Bolam, it is unlikely that it was withdrawn on the merits of the case.

Whilst High Court decisions are not binding on other courts the case does suggest that, despite Montgomery’s clear rejection of Bolam, the Bolam standard may continue to be applied in the lower courts. In the Grimstone case this seemed to occur because of persisting judicial deference to the medical profession.

**GRIMSTONE: AN EXAMPLE OF JUDICIAL DEFERENCE**

The application of Bolam in cases concerning a doctor’s standard of care is seen as evidence of a tendency ‘to show considerable deference to doctors’ by the judiciary. Whilst the application of that standard was explicitly rejected in Montgomery, there is a real risk that a judicial attitude of deference remains. This section explores how this attitude appeared to shape the judgment in Grimstone.

McGowan J’s application of the Bolam standard in reaching her decision on whether information should have been disclosed involved rejecting one medical view in favour of another. The judgment reveals that the view of the defendant’s medical expert that the information did not require disclosure was supported by other medical professionals—he was reflecting the view of ‘a reasonable body of doctors’. In contrast, the view of the claimant’s medical expert that the information should have been disclosed was presented as a singular viewpoint with less force than the opinion of the defendant’s expert. McGowan J describes the claimant’s expert as ‘express[ing] concern [… ] that Mrs Grimstone was not given more details’. The judge was, therefore, influenced not by an individual medical professional but by one claiming to represent the views of a section of the medical profession.

Further support for the view that this decision reflects judicial deference to the medical profession can be found in the structure of the judgment in relation to the presentation of the facts of the case. Winter has argued, in the context of judicial summing up in criminal trials, that the structure of judicial pronouncements can reveal hidden biases because the judge has discretion in how they are presented, and the presentation of facts and law is structured to rationalise the decision made.
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a case are not ‘pre-packaged for a judge to recite’, but ‘have to be selected interpreted and communicated’. That process of selection ‘is aimed at persuading the reader of the logical and emotional force of the judge’s decision’.

The judgment in Grimstone is constructed in a way that suggests there was a significant factual dispute between the parties, although on the key issues of whether alternative implants were discussed and what information was given about the longevity of the Mitch implant, there was no dispute. McGowan J recorded that it was not Professor Field’s ‘usual practice to provide such material’, and that ‘[t]he agreed fact in this case is that the Professor did not tell Mrs Grimstone anything about the success rates.’

The impression of a serious factual dispute is created in several ways. First, in setting out the ‘Background Facts’ McGowan J says these are the ‘agreed facts which cover a narrow compass’, implying many of the facts in the case are in dispute. This impression is reinforced later in the judgment by dividing summaries of what took place at various consultations into the ‘claimant’s evidence’ and the ‘defendant’s evidence’. McGowan J then concludes she prefers Professor Field’s evidence to Mrs Grimstone’s because her ‘recollection is unclear and unreliable’ whereas his evidence was based on ‘the recorded versions’ present in the medical records. However, this finding related to the accounts they gave as to what had been said about the form of surgery to be performed, and not what was said about the implant to be used or alternatives to it. As noted already in this commentary, it was not disputed that no information had been given about the Mitch’s longevity or alternative implants and their comparative risks and benefits, and that was the basis for bringing the claim. The construction of the facts in the case in this way, therefore, seems unnecessary, other than to serve as justification for preference for the medical view.

A further illustration of McGowan J’s deference to the medical profession can be found to her approach to the question of reasonable alternatives or variants of treatment. In considering this, she focused on the question of whether there were reasonable alternatives to hip replacement surgery, summarising one of the allegations of negligence as being that Professor Field ‘failed adequately to advise the Claimant about the surgical options available to her’. In failing to address the question of what other implants could have been used (which would have amounted to reasonable variants of the surgery), she again deferred to the medical profession’s view of the clinical suitability of the Mitch implant. Her judgment records that Professor Field felt hip replacement by way of a Mitch implant was clinically indicated as meeting two of Mrs Grimstone’s aims of a quicker recovery time and greater stability. As ‘[a]ll the clinicians accepted it was an appropriate device to have used,’ she ended her enquiry there and did not explore the question of the extent to which the Mitch implant and
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available alternatives met those aims, and Mrs Grimstone’s additional aim of an implant that would last as long as possible.\textsuperscript{55} This approach is in line with \textit{Bolam} rather than \textit{Montgomery} and reflects her failure to take on board that the landscape of informed consent has shifted.

\textbf{A DIFFERENT OUTCOME?}

The decision in \textit{Grimstone}, in the opinion of this author, cannot be reconciled with that in \textit{Montgomery}. As the appeal did not proceed (for reasons unknown), it is interesting to reflect upon what might have been the outcome if the judge had not misdirected herself.

The first question would have been whether alternative implants amounted to a reasonable variant of treatment. McGowan J’s judgment focuses on the question of the recovery time and greater stability in determining that the Mitch implant was a reasonable option.\textsuperscript{56} However, elsewhere in her judgment she refers to Mrs Grimstone also wanting an option that would be as good as possible and last as long as possible.\textsuperscript{57} Therefore, if the alternative implants fulfilled some of these requirements, then they would have amounted to reasonable alternatives or variants, particularly as the lack of data on the Mitch implant’s failure and success rates meant it was unknown how long it would last. That uncertainty, given Mrs Grimstone’s desire for an option that would last as long as possible, means that it is also likely the absence of data would have been regarded as a material risk that should have been disclosed.

This leaves the question of causation which has not been addressed in this commentary, the focus being the standard of disclosure. However, in giving her judgment on this issue, McGowan J was influenced by Mrs Grimstone’s refusal to answer when asked in cross-examination whether she would have chosen the Mitch implant if she had been told it would be the best and longest-lasting option. This left McGowan J in ‘no doubt that she would have followed the recommended course’.\textsuperscript{58} However, had she been given this advice it would have been incorrect because, in the absence of data on the Mitch implant’s failure and success rates, it could not be described as the best and longest-lasting option. This approach also ignores the statement in \textit{Montgomery} that ‘[t]he question of causation must also be considered on the hypothesis of a discussion which is conducted without the patient’s being pressurised to accept her doctor’s recommendation.’\textsuperscript{59}

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

Heywood and Miola see the decision in \textit{Montgomery} as reorienting the standard of disclosure so that the starting point is no longer what doctors think patients should be told, but what judges think patients should be entitled to know.\textsuperscript{60} They question, however, whether that ‘message has been received and interpreted in the manner in which it was intended’. The decision in \textit{Grimstone} suggests not, as McGowan J
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determined what Mrs Grimstone was entitled to know by reference to what Professor Field and his medical expert thought that she should have been told. Close analysis, however, suggests that this decision reflects an application of the Bolam standard rather than the Montgomery standard. This is worrying in a case which acknowledged the redefined standard and quoted extensively from Montgomery. It suggests that persisting judicial attitudes of deference to the medical profession could undermine Montgomery’s impact so that medical opinion, rather than patient’s interests, continue to define what information should be disclosed.